
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nucleosynthesis 
Making Big Ones Out 

of Little Ones 
 
 
 
“We are star stuff.” 
Carl Sagan, 1934-1996 
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Getting Started 
 

• The symbol M☉☉☉☉ means “solar masses” – how much mass a star has compared to 
our Sun. A star with 2M☉ has twice as much mass as the Sun. 
 

• Temperatures in this seminar are in Kelvin (“K”). At the temperatures we’ll be 
using, conversion is easy. To convert Kelvin to Centigrade, don’t do anything. To 
convert to Fahrenheit, multiply Kelvin by 2 if you’re not fussy, 1.8 if you are. 
 

• I abbreviate “millions of degrees Kelvin” to “M°K” (also called “megakelvin”) 
and “billions of degrees Kelvin” to “B°K” (“gigakelvin”, can be abbreviated 
“G°K”). 
 

• An atom is made up of a nucleus, and an orbiting cloud of electrons. 
- The nucleus consists of one or more positively-charged protons, and none or 
more neutrally-charged neutrons. 
- Protons and neutrons have about the same mass. (Neutrons have slightly more.) 
An electron has about 1/2000 the mass of a proton. 
- Collectively, the protons and neutrons are called nucleons. 
- Electrons orbit the nucleus. There are normally as many electrons as there are 
protons, but electrons are loosely-bound and easily lost. 
 

• The number of protons determines what kind of atom it is. One proton, hydrogen. 
Two protons, helium. Eight protons, oxygen. 

 
• A Free (unbound) proton is exactly the same as hydrogen nucleus. A free neutron 

doesn’t live long (average 15min). A free electron is more the rule than the 
exception in nucleosynthesis. This seminar doesn’t much bother with electrons, 
since temperatures are too high for them to bind. 
 

• To add a proton to a nucleus (or another proton), the electromagnetic repulsion 
(positive charge vs. positive charge, also known as the “coulomb barrier”) has to 
be overcome. High speed (heat) can do this. Nucleons are held together with a 
“strong nuclear force” – much stronger than the electromagnetic force. 
 

• An “element” is a general description of that kind of “atom”. To say it another 
way, an atom is a specific instance of an element. Atoms exist; elements are 
abstractions of that particular population of atoms. 
 

• Chemical elements are represented as pE
n, where E is the abbreviation of the 

element (e.g. “He” for helium), p is the count of protons, and n is the count of 
nucleons (protons + neutrons). Thus, 2He4 symbolizes helium, with two protons, 
and 2 neutrons (4 nucleons, minus 2 protons, equals 2 neutrons).  
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Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis 
 

• Occurred 3-20min after the Big Bang, at around ~ 1B°K. 
• First step – a proton and neutron combine, forming deuterium (1H

2). 
• Second step – two deuterium nuclei combine to form helium (2H

4). 
• At 20min, the universe is too cool for further element-creation. 
•  75% H, 25% He, traces of lithium (Li), beryllium (Be) and boron (B). 
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Stellar Nucleosynthesis – Stars 0.4 – 8 M☉☉☉☉ 
 

• Two phases – hydrogen to helium, and then helium to carbon and oxygen. 

• If the star does not have enough mass (>0.8 M☉, the second phase isn’t done. 
• End result – White Dwarf star. 

 
Fusing Helium (1H

1 ���� 2He4) 
• Minimum core temperature ~ 6 M°K. 
• “Proton-Proton Chain” 
• “CNO Cycle” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fusing Carbon and Oxygen (2He4 ���� 6C

12 and 8O
16) 

 
• Minimum core temperature ~ 100 M°K 
• “Alpha” process – Adding “alpha” particles. 

(An “alpha particle” is a helium nucleus.) 
• This is a “Triple Alpha” process to form 

carbon. 
  
  

• Simple Alpha Process to make oxygen. 
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Nuclear Pathways 
 

• Show all the input and output components for the reaction. 
• These pathways produce more than just atomic nuclei. For example, a path might 

produce neutrons, electrons, photons, neutrinos, etc. And, of course, energy. 
• However, in this seminar, we’re only concerned with atomic nuclei. The other 

generated particles aren’t shown.  
• And, for a process, there are other pathways. I’ve only shown the simplest ones. 
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Stellar Nucleosynthesis – Stars >10 M☉☉☉☉ 
Type II Supernova 

 
• These stars are massive enough to continue fusion in the core. 
• They will fuse up to iron (Fe). All these fusions are exothermic (give off energy). 

But above Fe, fusion is endothermic (need energy to fuse). 
 
Fusing Neon and Magnesium (10Ne20 and 12Mg24) 
 

• Core temperature 600 – 900 M°K 
• Continues Alpha progression. 
• Some pathways: 

6C
12 + 6C

12 � 12Mg
24  

6C
12 + 6C

12 � 10Ne
20 + 2He

4 
 
Fusing Silicon and Sulfur (14Si28 and 16S

32) 
 

• Core temperature 1.5 - 2.3 B°K 
• Some pathways: 

8O
16 + 8O

16 � 14Si
28 + 2He

4     

8O
16 + 8O

16 � 16S
32  

 
Fusing Iron (26Fe52) 
 

• Core temperature ~ 4.1 B°K 
• The Alpha process continues 
• Some pathways: 

16S
32  + 2He

4 � 18Ar
36  

18Ar
36 + 2He

4 � 20Ca
40  

20Ca
40 + 2He

4 � 22Ti
44  

22Ti
44 + 2He

4 � 24Cr
48  

24Cr
48 + 2He

4 � 26Fe
52  

• The process stops here. Elements heavier than Fe need energy added to build 
bigger nuclei. 
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Supernova Nucleosynthesis – Stars >10 M☉☉☉☉ 
 

• Core-collapse with speeds up to 70,000km/s (.63c). 
• The collapsing core overshoots its equilibrium point and rebounds. 
• The rebounding core impacts the collapsing shells, and the star explodes. 
• Temperatures up to 100 B°K. 
• All elements heavier than Fe are created during this explosion. 
• Stars between 10M☉ and 20M☉ leave behind a neutron star. Stars over 20 M☉ 

form a black hole. We think. 
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Supernova Nucleosynthesis – Stars 0.8 - 8 M☉☉☉☉    

Type Ia Supernova 
 

• We start with the White Dwarf we left at the end of Stellar Nucleosynthesis. 
• If this White Dwarf is part of a binary (or multiple) star system, we can still get a 

supernova. 
• Here we show the White 

Dwarf, with a medium-size “A” 
star as its partner. 
 
 
 
 

 
• Now, the companion goes into a Red Giant phase. 

• If the White 
Dwarf and Red 
Giant are close 
enough, the 
expelled gasses 
from the Red 
Giant will enter 
the gravitational 
field of the White 
Dwarf. 

• The White Dwarf 
steals material 
from the Red 
Giant. 

• The White Dwarf 
gains mass, and 
compresses under 
gravity. 

• The core temperature isn’t high enough for more fusion, but it does get hotter. 
• Eventually, all the free electrons get squeezed to the point where they can’t 

compress any more (“electron degeneracy”). Those in the inner part of the star 
can’t go out (gain energy), and the outer ones can’t go in (lose energy). 

• As more mass is added, total electron degeneracy happens – the outer electrons 
are traveling near the speed of light, and can’t go out or in. And neither can the 
inner ones. The core continues to heat because of the added gravitational pressure. 

• Finally, the core gets hot enough for fusion in the core. In a normal star, this 
fusion would cause outward expansion to balance the gravitational and fusion 
forces. But this star cannot expand outward because of the electron degeneracy. 
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• The core continues to heat from fusion, causing even more fusion. Because no 
expansion is possible to bleed off the heat, a “thermonuclear runaway” takes 
place. 

• Both exothermic and endothermic reactions take place, since there is no shortage 
of energy. 

• Eventually the heat becomes so high, the star spontaneously explodes. 
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Loose Ends 
 

• So far, we’ve seen a lot of “even numbers” – an even number of protons and an 
even number of neutrons. 

• Surely, the odd-numbered atoms must have been created sometime. 
• Up to now, we’ve focused on the Alpha processes. Clearly, something else is 

needed. 
 
Added Supernova Nucleosynthesis 
 

• During stellar nucleosynthesis, we’ve needed exothermic reactions – those that 
produce energy – to keep the star stable. 

• But in the supernova stage, we have plenty of energy. We can now allow 
endothermic reactions – those that need energy to fuse – because there is now an 
abundance of energy. 

• Neutrons – absent up to now – are plentiful, due to electrons colliding with 
protons, creating neutrons. This requires energy, but again, we have more than 
enough of that. 

• In this extreme heat, neutrons combine with atomic nuclei through what’s called 
“slow neutron capture” and “fast neutron capture”, to build on the atom-types 
(elements) being created. 

 

Lifetime of a 25 M☉☉☉☉ Star 
 

Stage Time 
H � He 7 million years 
He � C, O 500,000 years 
C, O � Ne, Mg 600 years 
Ne, O � Si, S 6 months 
Si � Fe 1 day 
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Credits 
 

• Prof. Alex Filippenko, UC Berkeley, and his Teaching Company DVD series 
“Understanding the Universe: An Introduction to Astronomy” 

• Prof. Neil deGrasse Tyson, Director of the Hayden Planetarium, and his 
Teaching Company DVD series “My Favorite Universe” 

• Wikipedia.com, for more reference material than can be listed. 
 

Continued Study 
Internet Starting Points 

 
• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proton-proton_chain_reaction 

starts at the first nucleosynthetic process, and provides links to related reactions. 
• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supernova 

is a good starting point for the supernova process. 
• www.ptable.com 

is the best Periodic Table on the internet. Interactive. 
• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexei_Filippenko  

provides information on my primary instructor in astronomy. 
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Periodic Table 
 

 


